Our Venues:
September 19:
7 pm: Institut d’Estudis Nahmànides—Call de Girona
C/ de Sant Llorenç, s/n, 17004 Girona

September 20:
18:30 pm: Universitat de Barcelona—Aula Capella

Plaça Universitat, Edifici Històric, planta baixa
Gran Via de les Corts Catalanes, 585, 08007 Barcelona

September 21:
10:30 am: Pati Llimona—Sala María Aurelia Capmany
C/ del Regomir, 3, 08002 Barcelona

8 pm: Casa Adret

C/ Salomó ben Adret, 6, 08002 Barcelona

September 22:
10:30 am: Casa Adret

C/ Salomó ben Adret, 6, 08002 Barcelona

8 pm: L’Auditori Conservatori Liceu

Nou de la Rambla, 88, 08001 Barcelona
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MOZAIKA presents Séfer, the Jewish book festival, for its fourth
consecutive year.
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Mozaika is an associacion with the ambition to popularise Jewish
culture, and make it accessible to the general public. Amongst its
various projects one can find Séfer Barcelona: Festival del Llibre Jueu
which for the first time introduces additionally Séfer Girona.
Séfer is a free festival presenting various round-tables about Jewish literature, history, and philosophy. During its three days, writers,
editors, professors, philosophers, translators, and historians convene
to discuss themes around Jewish works. Séfer not only serves as
a platform to published Jewish books in all their variants (narrative,
poetry, essays, philosophy, judaism), but also provides the opportunity to meet with Jewish authors through an open debate with the
public, in addition to meeting them through their work. In addition,
the festival promotes reflection about translations to and from Jewish
languages (primarily Hebrew and Yiddish); however, most importantly, it tries to break the stereotypes that have historically marked the
Jewish people and way of life.
If Europe wants to articulate itself nowadays, it is undoubtedly
through the cultures that made it be what it is today. Judaism as a
religion, a thought system, artistic influence, or secular identity is an
integral part of it, and it is worthwile that Catalans can look at this rich
and troubled part of their immediate and distant past without complexes and superstitions.

Séfer Barcelona 2019—
Programme

September 20:
Aula Capella - Filologia UB

September 19:
Séfer Girona

7 pm: Edmond Jabès: The Difficulty of Belonging

7 pm: Round table on memory, history, and literary or poetic
stories in Jewish culture
Participants: Ana Bejarano, Séfer Barcelona–Mozaika, professor of
Hebrew language and literature at the University of Barcelona, Verónica Nieto, writer, and Alejandro Dardik, editor.
Moderator: Arnau Pons, Séfer Barcelona–Mozaika, poet and essayist.

6:30 pm: Inauguration
Noting that The Book of Hospitality is the first Edmond Jabès book
to be published in Catalan, El llibre de l’hospitalitat (Flâneur, 2019),
Séfer is pleased to open this year’s festival with a round table discussing the author’s particular relevance today. The participants
will aim to stick to the jabesian maxim—questions are always more
important than answers—and they will explore how Jabès’ reflections
on exile, belonging, identity and silence interrogate our society.
Participants: David Cuscó, editor of Flâneur and translator, Xavier Antich, philosopher and professor at the University of Girona, and Dídac
P. Lagarriga, writer, editor and translator.

8 pm: Music: Yiddish and Hebrew Sounds

Sabina Witt, vocals, and Hèctor Serrano, guitar, intertwine their
sounds to present a Jewish repertoire that includes Hebrew-language klezmer music and Yiddish-language songs. The result is
playful, soulful music, full of nuances, spotlighting their long history of
sharing the stage.

September 21: Pati Llimona
10:30 am: Kohelet and Ernest Hemingway, the Writings of Two
Realistic Optimists

Ancient Israel’s search for wisdom left a deep mark on Western literature, especially the books of Job and Kohelet (Ecclesiastes), and to
a lesser extent, the book of Proverbs. Kohelet, which is a philosophical-existential reflection, is also a biography, and could have inspired
adaptations or recreations, or at least echoes, in Western literature.
But Adelina Millet argues that did not happen until the twentieth century, particularly in the works of another writer who reflected on life
and its vanities, Ernest Hemingway.
Presenter: Adelina Millet, academic secretary of the Institute of the
Ancient Near East and professor of Semitic philology at the University
of Barcelona.
Moderator: Victor Sorenssen, Séfer Barcelona–Mozaika.

11:30 am: Voices Fallen from the Sky: Jewish Exile in Contemporary Barcelona
A discussion of the Jewish exiles who settled in Barcelona at the turn
of the last century, a dialogue between a playwright descended from
these settlers and a historian as they try to unravel the history of the
Jewish exiles who fought to settle in the Catalan capital between
1914 and 1945.
Participants: Manu Valentín, Mozaika, historian and author of Voces
caídas del cielo: Historia del exilio judío a Barcelona, 1881-1954
[Voices Fallen from the Sky: The History of the Jewish Exile to Barcelona, 1881-1954] (Comanegra, 2019), and Berty Tovias Wertheimer,
playwright.

12:30 pm: Coffee break

1 pm: Seeking Out Roots

La última judía [The Last Jew] (Amarante, 2015) follows a Sephardic
family’s return, five centuries after expulsion, until they reach Barcelona, which later became a refuge city for thousands of Jews escaping
Nazism. A dialogue about the intricacies of roots and identity in the
historical situations presented in this novel.
Participants: Diana Talarewitz, doctor of law from the University of
Barcelona and author, and Josep Calvet, author of Huyendo del Holocausto [Fleeing the Holocaust] (Milenio, 2015), doctor of history and
researcher of history, patrimony and documentation at the University
of Lleida.

2 pm: Lunch break
4:15 pm: The Thing and Superheroes’ Jewish Roots

Many of the superheroes filling movie theaters in the last decade
were created by Jewish comic authors during the second half of the
20th century, like Stan Lee, Jack Kirby, Chris Claremont, and others.
A conversation about the Jewish imprint on superhero comics.
Participants: Alejandro Martínez Viturtia, editorial director of Panini
Comics Spain, Manu González, journalist, and David Aliaga, Mozaika.

5:15 pm: Coffee break
5:30 pm: The Languages of Identity, Subversion as Creation

A conversation that invites us to question prevailing discourses, to
create alternatives to the life designed and manufactured by economic globalization and capitalism. The author of Los lenguajes de la
identidad, la subversión como creación [The Languages of Identity,
Subversion as Creation] (Herder 2019) will also sign copies of her
book.
Participants: Julieta Piastro, author of Los lenguajes de la identidad

and professor of contemporary thought and interculturality at Ramon
Llull University, and Anna Pagès Santacana, philosopher, writer and
researcher in education theory.

6:30 pm: Siegfried Lenz and the Lesson of Germany

Siegfried Lenz’s masterpiece of German literature after Nazism, La
lliçó d’alemany [The Lesson of Germany] (Club Editor 2016), is his
first work to be translated to Catalan, by Joan Ferrarons. In the book,
the painter Max Ludwig Nansen receives an official order from Berlin
forbidding him to paint. His childhood friend Jens Ole Jepsen, a local
police officer, is in charge of enforcing the order.
Presenter: Daniel Gamper, professor of philosophy at the Autonomous University of Barcelona and winner of the 2019 Anagrama
Essay Prize for Las Mejores Palabras [The Best Words] (Anagrama,
2019). Moderator: Joan Ferrarons, translator.

8 pm: Homage to poet and writer José Carlos Cataño

Vera Cataño will read a selection of his poems at the Casa Adret.

far from being a conventional report or journal, was written shortly
before he was deported to Treblinka along with 200 children from the
orphanage. Ghetto Diary is an exercise in memory, a journey through
the ideas, thoughts and reflections of a revolutionary educator.
Presenter: Marta Castillon, specialist in languages and literatures,
educator and translator. Moderator: Itai Ron, poet and translator.

11:30 am: Transcending History: A View of Contemporary Sepharad
A discussion of the history of “return” to Sepharad, the establishment
and evolution of Jewish communities, their most prominent characters, as well as the political, legal, social and cultural contexts in
which Jewish life has developed.
Participants: José Antonio Lisbona, expert in the contemporary
sociopolitical history of the Jews in the Iberian Peninsula, and Uriel
Macías, specialist in the contemporary history of the Jews in Spain
and in Jewish literature in Spanish.

12:30 pm: Coffee break

September 22: Casa Adret
Sessions are free but each session requires reservations. To
reserve your spot, please fill out the registration form:
https://forms.gle/3fb3tDUsHfFfQbmbA

10:30 am: Janusz Korczak’s Ghetto Diary

Marta Castillon presents Diari del gueto [Ghetto Diary] (Seix Barral,
2018), a unique autobiography of the doctor, educator, journalist
and social activist Janusz Korczak, director of the orphanage of the
Warsaw ghetto, recently published in Spanish translation. The diary,

1 pm: Passing on the “Yiddish World” (in collaboration with the
Jewish Film Festival of Barcelona)

While translation is important for all literature, it is especially vital in
the case of Yiddish literature, after most of its native readers were
killed during World War II. This discussion focuses on the transmission through art of an entire world that exists largely in the memory of
texts and images.
Participants: Golda Van de Meer, researcher specializing in Yiddish
literature, Rhoda Henelde, specialist in languages and literatures and
Yiddish translator, and Daniela Rosenfeld, director of the Jewish Film
Festival of Barcelona.

2 pm: Lunch break
4 pm: Under the Starry Sky of History: Strategic Divisions and
Timeless Thinking, from Walter Benjamin to Michael Löwy

Walter Benjamin left unfinished his theses on the concept of history,
which continue to be subject to constant discussion and updating.
One of his most interesting interpreters has undoubtedly been Michael Löwy, with his essay Avís d’incendi [Fire Alarm] (Flâneur 2019),
newly translated into Catalan. This round table discussion aims to
delve into the revolutionary and emancipatory aspect of Benjamin’s
oeuvre.
Round table: Marc Casanovas, specialist in Walter Benjamin’s work,
Arnau Pons, Séfer Barcelona–Mozaika, poet, essayist and translator,
Enric Umbert, writer, and David Cuscó, editor of Flâneur.

5 pm: Coffee break
5:30 pm: Is Translating Rewriting?

Renowned translators from and to Hebrew and Yiddish literature will
discuss what translation is for them, the cultural and social function
of the translator and the reception of their works.
Round table: Jacob Abecasís, translator, Joan Ferrarons, translator,
Raquel García Lozano, professor at the Complutense University of
Madrid and translator, Roser Lluch, doctor of Semitic philology and
translator, and Eulàlia Sariola, philologist and translator. Moderator:
Ana Bejarano, Séfer Barcelona–Mozaika, professor at the University
of Barcelona.

6:30 pm: Becoming a Book. Becoming Immortal. A Tribute to
Amos Oz

Amos Oz’s literature is closely linked to his biography because, in
one way or another, all the stories he wrote are autobiographical. In
this talk, Oz’s Spanish translator Raquel García Lozano will present

the main themes, characters and geographical spaces that cover
his works and that are a literary recreation of the events, people and
places that marked his life. We will follow Oz from his childhood,
when he wanted to grow up to become a book, until his death, when
that dream of immortality came true, for his books will remain with us
forever.
Presenter: Raquel García Lozano, Amos Oz’s Spanish translator,
professor of the Department of Linguistics and Oriental Studies,
Hebrew area, of the Complutense University of Madrid. Moderator:
Ana Bejarano, Séfer Barcelona–Mozaika, professor at the University
of Barcelona.

8 pm: Closing ceremony (L’Auditori Conservatori Liceu)

As the closing ceremony of the festival, we invite you to an operatic
representation of the famous musical “West Side Story” with its score
by Jewish composer Leonard Bernstein. Whether you love classical music or you haven’t yet found a piece that you are passionate
about, you can enjoy a unique fusion of opera and digital art, as well
as a classic love story.
This representation is a joint production of Mozaika and UNIT: ART
Solution, produced by Anna Slizinova, with Juan Piacé as artistic
director and Nazar Yakobenchuk as conductor, featuring digital artist
Svitlana Reinish, soloists from around the world and musicians from
Catalonia.
Tickets at: https://conservatoriliceu.koobin.com/mozaika-wws-2019

